
“Getting everything our business 
needed in one package was 

years and their solution 

its extensive capabilities.”

Ignition by AFS
Analytics & Business Intelligence

Joel Islam, 
President of FFS

Ignition G2 Analytics is a highly consumable data analytics solution, purpose-built for the food 
distribution industry. With Ignition G2, you’ll be able to gain actionable insights to make better, 
more profitable business decisions across your company. 

Ignition implements G2 in a ready-to-go state, built from best practices derived from years of 
use by companies in our industry. You’ll have a complete representation of your business and 
will be able to drill down to root levels to locate issues and possibilities. You’ll be able to 
examine results and identify challenges, pain points, and patterns of success, and turn them into 
opportunities, resolutions, and business growth.

Combined with our other software solutions, you’ll get one version of the truth to ensure consistency throughout 
your organization. From day one, you’ll benefit from industry best practices using KPIs integrated into G2 Analytics. 
G2 comes with reporting solution views based on your data, pre-configured, and ready to use right away. 
Enhancing the value of our other Ignition solutions, G2 provides visibility and tools for quick analysis. Ignition G2 
answers questions you didn’t think to ask, so let us provide you with deliverable metrics and analytics so that you 
can focus on your business instead. 

One Version of the Truth

G2’s actionable intelligence allows you to drill into your data and identify where to best focus your sales efforts. 
Use G2 to decipher, clarify, and tell you the story your data is presenting. You can then capture actionable analysis 
to develop accurate plans and promotional scenarios at both the customer and product levels.

Actionable Analysis
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Management by Exception

Trending

G2’s built-in Automation in the form of our 
Management by Exception feature, allows 
management and users to monitor their data 
for changes beyond a pre-set range, allowing 
for immediate intervention. Users are only 
notified when a deviation has occurred. Think 
of MBEs as the fuel light in your car—its 
purpose is to let you know when your fuel 
falls below a specific level so that you can fill 
up your tank. And like the fuel light in your 
car, once an MBE has been set up, online and 
offline alerts (email or SMS text message) are 
sent to targeted users who can then handle 
the situations that arise.

Our Trending feature will allow you to analyze a historical trend by comparing it to a current period. Integrated 
into the Filters functionality, Trending allows you to insert a series of rolling time frame columns into your View. 
With Ignition G2, you’ll be able to identify issues based on trends before they become major challenges that 
could impact top- and bottom-line metrics.
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Features like Pivot View in G2 will enable you to quickly summarize data and detect trends. Pivot View is a 
powerful tool, allowing you to design and manipulate your own pivots. The feature allows you to create a 3D 
customized look and feel for your BI reporting. With drag-and-drop functionality and the ability to move 
dimensional and data elements around the Pivot Grid, you’ll be able to quickly summarize data and detect trends 
that you might otherwise not recognize.

Deploy the Right Data to the Right People

Pivot View

Ignition G2 will give you the ability to deploy 
the right data to the right people, displaying 
only the data they’re responsible for, all 

be able to deploy G2 quickly and cost 
 

Slice your data so that employees only see 
the information relevant to them: Region, 
Territories, Customers, Brands, Routes, 
Products, Ship To, Bill To, Local Chain, and 
much more!
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ignition.afsi.com

Ignition is a line of products that is part of AFS Technologies, the leading provider of software solutions purpose- 
built for consumer goods companies and distributors. AFS is committed to generating improved outcomes at the 
point of purchase coupled with generating efficiencies in trade spend, retail execution and supply chain. With 
experience developed over its 31-year history, AFS serves more than 1,000 customers of all sizes in more than 50 
countries around the world. Our products are innovative, configurable solutions that are proven to optimize 
customer potential with automated processes, improved productivity and rapid time to value.

About Ignition by AFS

WMS
Warehouse Management 

System

DSD
Direct Store

Delivery

Datum
GDSN/Master Data 
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Enterprise Resource

Planning

OMS
Order Management

System

POD
Proof of Delivery
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Electronic Trading
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    • G2 will consolidate information from multiple sources, filter out nonessential information based on user 
  preferences, and provide insightful analytics solutions for you.

   •  Predictive analytics will spot issues based off trends before they blossom into major issues that affect your 
  company’s operating margins. 

    • You’ll benefit on day one from industry best practices using KPIs integrated into G2. Pre-built connectors 
  and defined metrics allows IT resources to focus on other opportunities. 

   •  You’ll be able to use our enhanced Void Matrix feature to located opportunities for account penetration. 
 
   •  Just one of the many aspects of warehouse operations, G2 can help you determine if the number of trucks 
  you have in operation is efficient. 
 
   •  Improve your Vendor Scorecards and relations; Florida Food Service was able to make their vendor 
  meetings 50% more productive thanks to Ignition G2. 
 
   •  Streamlined access to your data provides quick, cost-effective, time to value results.

Additional Benefits

 “We wanted amenities that would benefit our business tracking and with G2 Analytics, we knew we’d 
have those right at our fingertips. We love the [G2 Analytics] BI product so much, that we recommend 
it to all brand members under the Frosty Acres buying umbrella.”

DOUG STREET, GENERAL MANAGER OF AFFILIATED FOODS


